Spring Awakening Frank Wedekind Jonathan Franzen
frank wedekind’s spring awakening and the tragedy of - frank wedekind’s spring awakening 21
controversial, production in 1906. in the years between the play’s com-position and its first staging, frank
wedekind managed to serve time in a german prison for the crime of lese-majeste—basically, treason—for
some poems that he published. by the time that spring awakening was spring awakening - california state
university, long beach - spring awakening is an edgy retelling of frank wedekind’s controversial 1891 play of
the same title. marrying 19th century teenage angst with a modern rock score, the musical explores the
alienation of growing up in a spring awakening: the study guide - spring awakening: the study guide by
adam freeman pockross history (of the play): radical theatre in 1891, when frank wedekind wrote his first play,
spring awakening, the world was not quite ready for so provocative a work. revolutionary in both content and
structure, spring awakening would wait fifteen years spring awakening - school of dramatic arts - —frank
wedekind, 1891 “the play (spring awakening) isn’t out of date. it becomes more relevant as our armies get
stronger, our schools, prisons and bombs bigger, our means of imposing discipline … more veiled, and our selfknowledge not much greater.” —edward bond, 1974 “we don’t need no education we don’t need no thought
control page 1 spring awakening - umd tdps - frank wedekind (1864–1918), the original author of spring
awakening, was something of a “wild child.” his mother, emilie, left germany at the age of 16 for adventures in
the production of spring awakening - university of iowa - the production of spring awakening by nathan
ron halvorson ... german playwright frank wedekind. although it was written in 1891, it did not receive a fully
produced, public performance until 1906. the reason for the delay ... wedekind subtitled the original work “a
children’s tragedy”. as sater cms - spring awakening - based on frank wedekind's banned 1891 play spring
awakening - of all unex-pected choices - the major achievement of everyone involved in ihe musical version is
to have found the modern within wedekind's stifling, repressive world (new york observer).' t he german
playwright frank wedekind (1864-1918) was known for pro- spring awakening pre-show d2wasljt46n4nooudfront - spring awakening a new musical book and lyrics by steven sater music by
duncan sheik based on the original play by frank wedekind pre‐production resources synopsis 2 creative team
2 cast 2 themes 2 berynn schwerdt on playing all of the adult male characters 3 – 4
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